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The hair follicle (HF) regeneration paradigm provides a unique opportunity for studying the
collective behavior of stem cells in living animals. Activation of HF stem cells depends on the
core inhibitory BMPand activating WNT signals operating within the HF microenvironment.
Additionally, HFs receive multilayered signaling inputs from the extrafollicular macroenvi-
ronment, which includes dermis, adipocytes, neighboring HFs, hormones, and external
stimuli. These activators/inhibitors are integrated across multiple stem-cell niches to
produce dynamic hair growth patterns. Because of their pigmentation, these patterns can
be easily studied on live shaved animals. Comparing to autonomous regeneration of one HF,
populations of HFs display coupled decision making, allowing for more robust and adapt-
able regenerative behavior to occurcollectively. The generic cellularautomata model used to
simulate coordinated HF cycling here can be extended to study population-level behavior of
other complex biological systems made of cycling elements.

Homeostasis of many adult organs largely
depends on activities of tissue-specific

stem cells (SCs). A lot of research has been fo-
cused on understanding how individual SCs or
small clusters of SCs respond to signaling in-
puts from their immediate microenvironment,
or the so-called niche, and decide between re-
maining quiescent or undergoing proliferation.
This research yielded valuable insights into the
mechanisms of regeneration and identified new
therapeutic possibilities for tissue repair and
replacement (Blanpain et al. 2004). However,
despite significant advances in the field of SC
biology, until recently relatively little was known

about the mechanisms of organ-wide coordina-
tion among thousands of individual SCs.

In this respect, it is important to understand
the principles of large-scale coupling among
many dispersed SCs. It is reasonable to expect
that any such principle would be universal,
largely independent of the physical size or spe-
cific anatomical modifications of an organ. It
is equally important to understand what sig-
naling pathways mediate organ-wide SC cou-
pling. Learning mechanisms of SC coordina-
tion will provide insights into the functional
physiology of complex biological systems, be-
yond regeneration.
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Studying activities of thousands of SCs at
the same time poses some unique challenges.
Normally, powerful experimental techniques
such as gene expression profiling on fluores-
cence-activated cell sorting (FACS) purified
cells are not practical for this purpose. The use-
fulness of other techniques that account for
the microanatomy of SC niche, such as con-
ventional immunohistochemistry, is limited by
the tissue sample size and inability to monitor
changes in the same sample over time. An ideal
experimental approach should enable nonin-
vasive in vivo monitoring, recording, and anal-
ysis of activities in a very large population of
SCs. For this approach to work, the physical
location of SCs within an experimental system
should be known and the output of SC activi-
ties should be easily observable. The majority of
actively regenerating mammalian tissues and
organs, however, fail to satisfy the above require-
ments. Here, we will show how various features
of a hair follicle (HF) uniquely position it to
serve as a powerful experimental system for
learning about the mechanisms of coordinated
regenerative behavior in a very large population
of adult SCs.

HF AS THE UNIQUE MODEL FOR STUDYING
CYCLIC REGENERATION OF A SINGLE
STEM-CELL CLUSTER AND THE
COORDINATED REGENERATION IN A
LARGE AND HETEROGENEOUS
STEM-CELL POPULATION

HF is an epithelio-mesenchymal miniorgan of
the skin that periodically makes new hair shaft
during the repetitive regeneration process
known as the hair growth cycle (Müller-Rover
et al. 2001; Stenn and Paus 2001). To sustain
cyclic regeneration, each HF relies on its epithe-
lial SCs. Diverse epithelial SC types populate
anatomically discrete compartments in the up-
per portion of the HF: bulge, hair germ, isth-
mus, and infundibulum (Arwert et al. 2012).
Among these SCs, activation of bulge SCs and
their immediate progenies in the so-called hair
germ occurs at the end of the resting phase of
the cycle (telogen) (Cotsarelis et al. 1990; Mor-
ris et al. 2004; Tumbar et al. 2004). To a large

extent, this activation event is driven by pro-
proliferative signals from the specialized mesen-
chymal cells of dermal papilla (DP) (Greco et al.
2009; Enshell-Seijffers et al. 2010). Once SCs
become activated, HF enters into the growth
phase of the cycle (anagen). During anagen hair
germ and bulge SCs give rise to transiently am-
plifying cells of the so-called epithelial matrix
at the base of the HF. DP that becomes surround-
ed by matrix cells stimulates them to continu-
ously proliferate and differentiate toward new
hair shafts and inner root sheaths. Once a new
hair shaft grows out to a certain length, matrix
cells undergo apoptosis, effectively pushing the
HF into the involution phase of the cycle (cata-
gen). By the end of catagen the HF remodels
back into its resting phase state, completing the
cycle (Fig. 1A).

Skin contains thousands of HFs, each with
its own cluster of bulge SCs. All HFs are distrib-
uted on the skin surface in a nearly geometri-
cally precise gridlike pattern established early on
during embryonic development (Fig. 1B) (Sick
et al. 2006). As all HFs undergo regeneration,
their growth cycle phases become coordinated
across the two-dimensional space of the skin, so
that large populations of HFs either remain in
telogen or enter new anagen simultaneously. In
many species including mice, rats, hamsters,
chinchillas, and rabbits such coordinated regen-
erative behavior can be easily visualized as dy-
namic skin pigmentation patterns (Fig. 1C,D)
(Durward and Rudall 1949; Whiteley and Gha-
dially 1954; Chase and Eaton 1959). These pig-
mentation patterns form because of the phe-
nomenon of “anagen-coupled melanogenesis.”
Pigment production in mouse skin occurs ex-
clusively in a matrix of anagen HFs. Some HFs
in the telogen phase, as well as the skin between
HFs, are not pigmented. Additionally, pigmen-
tation of anagen HFs becomes visible a few days
after the key SC activation event at the onset of
each new hair growth cycle (Fig. 1E). Therefore,
macroscopic pigmentation patterns can be used
as an efficient noninvasive readout of skin-wide
patterns of HF SC activation events that hap-
pened just a few days earlier (Ma et al. 2003;
Suzuki et al. 2003; Plikus and Chuong 2008;
Plikus et al. 2008).
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Figure 1. Modulation of the hair regenerative cycles by extrafollicular macroenvironmental factors. (A) Each HF
regenerates in cycles consisting from the consecutive phases of growth (anagen), involution (catagen), and
inactivity (telogen) (Plikus et al. 2009). (B) All HFs are distributed on the skin in a nearly geometrically precise
gridlike pattern initially established during the embryonic development. (C–E) Many thousands of HFs coor-
dinate their growth cycles within one another and produce dynamic regeneration patterns. (Legend continues on
following page.)
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SIGNALING INTERPLAY BETWEEN HFs AND
THEIR MACROENVIRONMENT

It was generally thought that the duration of the
hair cycle resting phase in adult mice is largely
random and that the timing of hair SC acti-
vation events cannot be predicted. Contrary to
that, our recent long-term measurements of
spontaneous hair pigmentation pattern dynam-
ics revealed that telogen in adult mice (.2-mo-
old animals that developed mature intradermal
adipose tissue) lasts for a minimum of 28 d, or
roughly 1 mo. Curiously, after the first month,
its duration becomes extremely variable, point-
ing at some fundamental differences in the way
HF SCs behave during the first month of telogen
and the period thereafter (Plikus et al. 2008).
When we compared the behavior of HF SCs
throughout the resting phase, we found that
they remain refractory to various types of acti-
vating signals during early telogen, yet become
competent and easily respond to the very same
signals after the first month. For example, when
a naturally occurring wave of anagen activation
spreads from one HF to the next and reaches a
population of HFs in early telogen, their SCs do
not become activated and the wave goes around
that area (Fig. 1F). A similar phenomenon can
be reproduced by experimentally enforcing an
extranumerary growth cycle in a small group

of refractory telogen HFs with topical cyclo-
sporine A treatment. On completion of cyclo-
sporine A-induced anagen, HFs enter into a new
refractory telogen, whereas the surrounding
nontreated HFs naturally progress into com-
petent telogen. A spontaneous wave of anagen
activation can then effectively spread through
the competent telogen skin, while leaving re-
fractory HFs in the cyclosporine-A-treated
area unaffected (Fig. 1G). Regenerative response
of telogen HFs to plucking injury is significant-
ly different between refractory and competent
phases. Competent telogen HFs become quickly
activated after plucking of just 50 hairs and gen-
erally start to grow after 13 d.

At the same time, refractory telogen HFs
respond to the 50 hair plucking injury only after
a prolonged delay and it takes on average 42 d
for them to start growing. Similar regenerative
delay is observed upon plucking of 200 hairs.
Competent telogen HFs start to grow after 9 d,
whereas refractory telogen HFs start to grow
only after 28 d postplucking (Plikus et al. 2008).

To understand the mechanism that under-
lies these striking differences in regenerative
behavior of telogen HFs, we considered two
possibilities. According to the first possibility,
SCs become intrinsically nonresponsive to ana-
gen-inducing signals during refractory telogen.
Such refractivity can be achieved, for example,

Figure 1. (Continued) In mice (C is from Plikus and Chuong 2008; reproduced, with permission, from the
authors) and rabbits (D is from Plikus et al. 2011; reproduced, with permission, from the authors), these
regeneration patterns can be visualized upon animal shaving as prominent pigmentation patterns, where areas
of skin with anagen HFs are dark, whereas areas with telogen HFs are light. These hair cycle-dependent changes
in skin pigmentation are possible owing to the phenomenon of the anagen-coupled melanogenesis, in which
pigment production becomes restricted exclusively to actively regenerating anagen HFs (E is from Plikus et al.
2011; reproduced, with permission, from the authors). (F,G) Resting phase of the hair cycle can be further
divided into early refractory and late competent telogen. Competent telogen HFs can be easily induced to enter
new anagen, whereas refractory telogen HFs do not respond to the same activating signals. A wave of anagen-
activating signals spreads unobstructed across the competent telogen skin stimulating all telogen HFs in the
process. At the same time, it cannot activate refractory HFs, producing a sharp anagen–telogen boundary.
Refractory telogen occurs physiologically (F is from Plikus et al. 2008; reproduced, with permission, from the
authors). It can also be generated by cyclosporine A-induced (Tx) hair growth cycle offsetting (G is from Plikus
et al. 2008; reproduced, with permission, from the authors). (H ) Refractory properties of telogen HFs are
dependent on the inhibitory bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling in their macroenvironment, which
includes Bmp2 signaling from the underlying cutaneous adipose tissue (from Plikus et al. 2008; reproduced,
with permission, from the authors). (I) Signaling macroenvironment of HFs integrates inputs from the dermis,
cutaneous adipose tissue, and neighboring HFs (from Plikus et al. 2008; reproduced, with permission, from the
authors).
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through down-regulation of cell surface recep-
tors and/or intracellular mediators for one
or several key signaling pathways. Alternatively,
HF SCs remain responsive to activation at all
times, but the signaling balance at the level of
soluble ligands and antagonists in their imme-
diate environment during refractory telogen is
shifted toward inhibitory and away from acti-
vating pathways.

To differentiate between these two possibil-
ities, we performed comparative gene expression
profiling using a whole mount method that lets
us look at the expression differences across the
entire skin, from head to tail, all in one sample
(Fig. 1H). By focusing our attention on genes
with dynamic expression patterns during telo-
gen, we have identified several BMP signaling
pathway ligands, Bmp2 and Bmp4, as candidate
regulators of telogen refractivity. Previously,
BMP signaling has been implicated as the critical
regulator of autonomous hair cycle progression
(Botchkarev et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2006; Ko-
bielak et al. 2007). Intriguingly, we showed that
instead of being expressed exclusively within the
HF SC niche, BMP ligands were expressed in the
surrounding tissues including the interfollicular
dermis and skin adipose layer (Fig. 1H). In the
context of the entire skin, these dermal and ad-
ipose BMPs create broad expression fields, unit-
ing thousands of neighboring telogen HFs into
distinct refractory populations (Plikus et al.
2008, 2009).

Therefore, unlike a niche microenvironment
that provides targeted, short-range signals to
SCs of individual HFs, the dermis and adipose
layers send broad long-range signals to many
HFs at once, thus constituting their signaling
macroenvironment (Fig. 1I). Inhibitory macro-
environmental signaling, rather than intrinsic
changes in HF SCs responsiveness, appears to
play a critical role in maintaining telogen refrac-
tivity. Expression of macroenvironmental Bmp2
and Bmp4 ligands largely dwindles down by the
end of the first month of telogen, coinciding
with the loss of refractory behavior by HF SCs
in our functional experiments. Macroenviron-
ment-mediated telogen refractivity can be cut
short from 1 mo to just 6 d by overexpressing
soluble BMP antagonist noggin in the skin of

transgenic Krt14-Noggin mice. Telogen refrac-
tivity can also be extended past 1 mo upon in-
tradermal delivery of recombinant BMP4 pro-
tein (Plikus et al. 2008, 2009).

Within the skin macroenvironment, cutane-
ous adipose tissue emerges as the key signaling
center. In addition to its BMP-mediated inhib-
itory effect during refractory telogen, adipose
tissue exerts activating effect on HF regeneration
during telogen-to-anagen transition. Recently,
this activating effect was shown to depend on
Pdgfa secreted by a subset of cutaneous pre-
adipocytes (Festa et al. 2011). Curiously, DPs
appear to be the primary targets for Pdgfa sig-
naling, suggesting that they amplify and relay
activating signals from preadipocytes to HF SCs.

In addition, systemic hormones, such as an-
drogens, estrogens, and prolactin, represent an-
other hierarchical layer in HF SCs regulatory
signaling network. Acting systemically, hor-
monal signaling can modulate and even over-
ride paracrine macroenvironmental signaling
inputs. This is especially obvious in female
mice, which largely halt regeneration of their
HFs across the entire skin upon pregnancy and
lactation. Thereby, systemic pregnancy-related
hormones render all telogen HFs refractory, ir-
respective of their BMP-mediated refractory
and competent status. Following the decrease
in prolactin levels upon weaning, all HFs be-
come competent to reenter anagen. As a conse-
quence, often complex hair regeneration pat-
terns become reset and HFs regenerate across
the entire skin as one synchronous wave (Plikus
et al. 2009). Other systemic hormones or their
mediators can similarly modulate hair growth,
halting or enhancing it. Indeed, recently pro-
staglandin D2 emerged as the key mediator of
testosterone signaling in androgenic alopecia
(Garza et al. 2012).

Taken together, these findings expand tradi-
tional boundaries of the functionally relevant
SC niche. It appears that the SC niche works
as an open-ended system, responding to various
short- and long-range signaling inputs, includ-
ing those from the macroenvironment. Broad,
long-range signaling inputs, such as those from
the dermis and skin adipose layer, are critical for
synchronizing regeneration among thousands

Macroenvironmental Regulation of Hair Cycling
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of neighboring SCs (Fig. 1I) (Hsu and Fuchs
2012; Plikus 2012).

SELF-ORGANIZING REGENERATIVE WAVE
PATTERNS REVEAL STOCHASTIC AND YET
COORDINATED STEM-CELL ACTIVATION
WHICH CAN BE SIMULATED BY CELLULAR
AUTOMATA

Cyclic BMP signaling in the skin macroenviron-
ment provides the basis for synchronizing mul-
tiple HFs in the resting phase. However, for HFs
to regenerate, their SCs eventually need to be-
come activated. Our analysis of hair growth pat-
tern dynamics showsthat there appears to be two
primary mechanisms of HF SC activation. First
is the spontaneous activation in each HF, result-
ing in the formation of new hair growth centers
(Fig. 2A). Second is the spreading of activation
events from one HF to the next like in a chain
reaction, resulting in hair growth waves (Fig.
2B). Both mechanisms appear to be equally im-
portant. For example, very rare spontaneous
activation events in mice become amplified
throughout the entire skin via the signal-spread-
ing mechanism. More frequent spontaneous ac-
tivation events lead to much more dynamic,
fractal-like regeneration patterns as seen in rab-
bits (Fig. 2C). Thus, efficient hair regeneration
across the entire skin appears to arise as the result
of balanced inhibitory signaling in the skin mac-
roenvironment and activating signal coupling
between neighboring HFs. Working together,
both components of this mechanism produce
visible patterns of hair regeneration.

To understand the mechanism of SC acti-
vation in a HF population, we searched for
fundamental principles capable of forming pat-
terns analogous to pigmentation patterns pro-
duced during hair regeneration. To this end,
we have developed a two-dimensional cellular
automata (CA) model, where each element of
the model, also known as automaton, represents
the SC niche of one HF (Plikus et al. 2011). Each
automaton on the two-dimensional grid of
the CA model cycles through four consecutive
phases, designed to simulate four functionally
distinct phases of the hair cycle–refractory and
competent telogen, and propagating an auton-

omous anagen (Fig. 2D,E). Additionally, each
automaton can interact with its immediate
neighbors, and, for example, can activate them
as long as these neighbors are in competent
phase, designed to simulate competent telogen
of the hair growth cycle. In the context of this
model, each phase can also be assigned with
the hypothetical activator/inhibitor signaling
profile.

Our CA modeling of hair regeneration pre-
dicted that coupling between neighboring HF
SC niches can be equally weakened by either
inhibitory pathway ligands or activating path-
way antagonists (Fig. 2F). Indeed, expression
patterns of Bmp2 and Bmp4 described earlier
fit into the expression pattern predicted by the
model (Fig. 1H). Additional expression profil-
ing aimed at establishing the identity of the ac-
tivating pathway, showed that several soluble
WNT antagonists, Dkk1 and Sfrp4, also fit into
the same pattern. They were expressed high in
the dermal macroenvironment of refractory,
but not competent telogen skin. Together with
the fact that several WNT ligands become highly
expressed in early anagen HFs (Reddy et al.
2001), our data supported the notion of WNT
being the key signaling pathway that couples SC
activation between neighboring early anagen
and late telogen HFs (Lowry et al. 2005; En-
shell-Seijffers et al. 2010).

Fitting into this picture were also the fol-
lowing experimental results. In Krt14-Wnt7a
mice that overexpress canonical Wnt7a ligand
throughout the skin epithelia, the duration of
refractory telogen shortens from 28 to 12 d.
Krt14-Wnt7a mice also form many more spon-
taneous anagen initiation sites compared with
WT mice (Fig. 2G). Additionally, intradermal
delivery of beads coated with WNT antagonist
Dkk1 can disrupt spreading of the anagen acti-
vation wave (Fig. 2H), whereas administration
of Wnt3a beads alone is sufficient to generate a
new anagen initiation event among telogen HFs
(Fig. 2I) (Plikus et al. 2011).

However, according to another prediction
of our CA modeling, the hypothetical activating
pathway should show stochastic behavior in tel-
ogen HFs during competent, but not refractory
phase. Such stochastic behavior was predicted

M.V. Plikus and C.-M. Chuong
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Figure 2. Coupling of hair stem-cell activation among neighboring hair follicles and simulation of coupling
behavior with cellular automata. (A–C) Activation of HF SCs and telogen-to-anagen transition can occur
spontaneously in each HF or it can spread from one HF to the next in a chainlike reaction. Spontaneous
activation events can be visualized as the new hair growth centers within telogen skin (A). Chain reaction
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events and wave spreading results in very dynamic, fractal-like hair regeneration patterns as seen in rabbits
(C) (from Plikus et al. 2011; reproduced, with permission, from the authors). (Legend continues on following
page.)
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to form the basis of rare spontaneous anagen
activation events in telogen skin. Initially this
put in question the role of WNT pathway as the
key activator. It was already well established that
canonical WNT activation in HF SCs occurs
at the time of telogen-to-anagen checkpoint
and that such activation event inevitably causes
HFs to enter into new anagen. Keeping this in
mind, to match the rate of stochastic WNT ac-
tivation events predicted by the model, the rate
of spontaneous anagen initiation would have to
be much higher than what is actually observed
in mice.

To understand this discrepancy we carefully
examined large-scale WNT activation events in
the mouse skin using WNT reporter models
BAT-gal and conductin-lacZ. We found that
there are additional canonical WNT activation
events in telogen HFs localized to DPs, and that
they precede WNT activation in HF SCs. These
DP WNT activation events occur stochastically
during competent, but not refractory telogen
phase (Fig. 3A). At any given time point, �5%
of competent telogen HFs display WNTactivity
in DPs, the rate predicted by our CA model.
Also, as predicted by the model, 99.9% of these
DP WNTactivation events do not translate into
secondary WNT activation events in HF SCs.
For this translation to occur, it appears that at
least five neighboring telogen HFs have to turn
on WNT activity in their DPs simultaneously
(Fig. 3C). Considering its stochastic nature,
the probability of such an event is very low, yet
in agreement with the low probability of spon-
taneous anagen initiation observed in mice.
These results also suggest that WNT-active
DPs of telogen HFs must be making some sec-
ondary short-range activators, whose concen-

trations becomes sufficiently high to activate
SCs only when these secondary activators are
secreted by several neighboring DPs simultane-
ously (Plikus et al. 2011).

Indeed, recent studies have identified that
canonical WNT activation in DPs is crucial for
new anagen initiation and that in response to
WNTactivation DPs produce secondary activa-
tors Fgf-7 and Fgf-10 (Greco et al. 2009; Enshell-
Seijffers et al. 2010). Taken together, a model of
spontaneous anagen initiation emerges in which
DPs, which are part of the HF SC niche, produce
activating Fgf ligands in response to WNT acti-
vation. WNT activation becomes possible only
during competent telogen phase, when concen-
trations of macroenvironmental Dkk1 and Sfrp4
drop sufficiently low to allow for the net balance
of WNT ligands and antagonists to transiently
and stochastically change in favor of ligands
(Fig. 3D). This model shows how both short-
and long-range signaling sources can work to-
gether to produce a regulatory mechanism of SC
activation that has well-balanced robustness and
noise-reduction properties (see Fig. 5).

Importantly, this two-step WNT activation
mechanism is implicated not only in spontane-
ous anagen activation, but also in anagen wave
spreading. DPs of virtually all telogen HFs as-
sume WNT-active status at the leading edge of
the anagen-spreading wave. This all-out DP
WNTactivation is likely driven by high concen-
trations of WNT ligands produced by early ana-
gen HFs immediately behind the wave front.
This WNT-driven activation of competent tel-
ogen HFs by their early anagen neighbors be-
comes reiterated and can spread across the entire
skin like a chain reaction (Fig. 3B) (Plikus et al.
2011). Efficient WNT activation in competent

Figure 2. (Continued) (D–F) Patterns of hair regeneration can be modeled and studied with the help of a two-
dimensional cellular automata (CA) model, where each element, also known as automaton, represents one
regenerating HF as it cycles through four functionally distinct phases of refractory (R) and competent telogen
(C), and propagating (P) and autonomous anagen (A). Various hair regeneration dynamics can be simulated
and predicted based on the same two-dimensional CA framework (F) (from Plikus et al. 2011; reproduced, with
permission, from the authors). (G– I) Patterns of hair regeneration can be altered by modulating WNTsignaling
pathway activity. Overexpression of Wnt7a in Krt14-Wnt7a mice shortens refractory telogen and increases the
occurrence of spontaneous anagen initiation events (G). Intradermal injection of Wnt3a beads induces a new
anagen initiation site (H ), whereas injection of WNT antagonist Dkk1 disrupts the normal progression of the
physiological hair growth wave (I) (from Plikus et al. 2011; reproduced, with permission, from the authors).
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telogen HFs is also dependent on intrafollicular
WNT ligands, whose production in SCs be-
comes derepressed upon down-regulation of
BMP signaling (Kandyba et al. 2013).

COMPLEXITY AND SIMPLICITY OF THE HAIR
STEM-CELL SIGNALING NETWORK

Activation of canonical WNT signaling in epi-
thelial progenitor cells of bulge and hair germ is

thought to be critical in the process of telogen
HF reactivation (Greco et al. 2009). Considering
its importance, this key signaling event in hair
regeneration is further modulated and fine-
tuned by additional signaling events acting
both in sequence and in parallel. Together they
constitute a regulatory signaling network that
makes hair regeneration robust, highly adapt-
able, and noise resistant (Fig. 4). WNT activa-
tion in hair germ (Greco et al. 2009) appears to
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Figure 3. Stochastic and self-organizing regenerative behavior emerges in a population of cross-communicating
hair follicles. (A–D) Activation of WNT pathway in DPs of telogen HFs precedes WNT activation in epithelial
SCs and initiation of anagen. This early WNT signaling event in DPs occurs in competent, but not in refractory
telogen HFs as visualized in BAT-gal and cond-lacZ WNT reporter mice (A). In competent telogen HFs, WNT
activation in DPs occurs stochastically and leads to new anagen initiation only when at least five neighboring DPs
have turned on WNTactivity simultaneously (C). Nearly all telogen DPs in front of the anagen-spreading wave
are WNT-active, which translates into 100% efficient telogen-to-anagen transition by the wave front HFs (B).
WNT-active DPs were shown to produce secondary signaling factors such as Fgf-7 and Fgf-10 that facilitate
activation of adjacent HF SCs and anagen initiation (D). The schematic drawing in (D) shows the unstable DP
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be preceded by WNT activation in adjacent DP
(Enshell-Seijffers et al. 2010; Plikus et al. 2011).
As mentioned earlier, WNT-active DP secretes
Fgf-7 and Fgf-10 ligands that target hair germ
progenitors (Greco et al. 2009; Enshell-Seijffers
et al. 2010). Although this DP-derived Fgf sig-
naling is essential for anagen activation, it is not
completely clear if it provides direct positive
feedback, such as by inducing secretion of au-
tocrine WNT ligands by hair germ cells (Greco
et al. 2009; Kandyba et al. 2013), or whether it
activates them in parallel, in a WNT-indepen-
dent manner.

BMPand Fgf-18 signaling provide two com-
plementary inhibitory inputs for bulge and
hair germ progenitors during telogen. There
are multiple intra- and extrafollicular sources
of BMP ligands in the telogen skin. Working
together they render telogen HFs refractory to
physiological activation (Botchkarev et al. 2001;
Kobielak et al. 2007; Plikus et al. 2008). Recent
data indicates that the mechanism of BMP-me-
diated inhibition is at least in part mediated
by direct suppression of autocrine WNT ligand
expression by HF SCs (Kandyba et al. 2013).
Although the strength of inhibitory BMP signal-
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Figure 4. Multilevel signaling inputs are integrated for regulating hair follicle regeneration decision making.
Several distinct signaling changes accompany transition from the refractory to competent telogen and from the
competent telogen to new anagen. These signaling changes occur across BMP, WNT, FGF, TGF-b, and, likely,
other key morphogenetic pathways (from Plikus 2012; reproduced, with permission, from the author).
(A) During the refractory telogen, HFs are exposed to high levels of BMP and Fgf-18 signaling, yet low levels
of WNTand Fgf-7 signaling. (B) Transition from the refractory to competent telogen is accompanied by the drop
in BMP signaling and the increase in WNT, Tgf-b2, and Fgf-7 signaling. This transition is facilitated by the
changes in the availability of multiple ligands and antagonists being produced jointly by HFs themselves and
their larger dermal macroenvironment. (C) New anagen initiation is driven by the activation of the canonical
WNT signaling, first in DPs and then in epithelial SCs. Although the levels of WNT signaling necessary for
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source of WNT ligands and facilitate activating signal coupling during anagen wave spreading.
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ing appears to be primarily mediated at the
level of BMP ligand and antagonist availability,
a recent study shows that it can be further reg-
ulated at the level of BMP-specific Smads in
hair germ progenitors. Tgf-b2 starts to be pro-
duced by DPs of competent telogen HFs signals
to adjacent hair germ cells, where activation of
Tgf-b ! phospho-Smad2/3 signaling damp-
ens BMP! phospho-Smad1/5/8 signaling
via a Tmeff1-mediated mechanism (Oshimori
and Fuchs 2012). In this respect, Tgf-b2 signal-
ing acts as a parallel positive-feedback modula-
tor of anagen initiation.

In addition to BMP, telogen refractivity is
maintained by Fgf-18 signaling. In telogen
HFs, Fgf-18 ligand is secreted largely by keratin
6-positive bulge cells and to a lesser extent by
hair germ and DP cells (Blanpain et al. 2004;
Greco et al. 2009; Hsu et al. 2011; Kimura-Ueki
et al. 2012). Both ablation of keratin 6-positive
bulge cells (Hsu et al. 2011) and epithelial dele-
tion of Fgf-18 (Kimura-Ueki et al. 2012) lead to
dramatic shortening of refractory telogen and
to premature anagen initiation. Opposing ef-
fects of Fgf-18 and Fgf-7/10 on hair regenera-
tion can be explained from the perspective of
receptor binding affinities. Although inhibitory
Fgf-18 preferentially signals via Fgf-r3/4 recep-
tors, activating Fgf-7 signals via Fgf-r2-IIIb re-
ceptor (reviewed in Plikus 2012). Interestingly,
both BMP and Fgf-18 signaling pathways are
required to be operational to maintain telogen
refractivity. Disruption of either one of them is
sufficient to produce similar short telogen phe-
notypes (Plikus et al. 2008; Kimura-Ueki et al.
2012). This fact points to the signaling interde-
pendency between BMP and Fgf-18 pathways,
details of which are still not understood.

Taken together, instead of being gated by a
single master-regulator signaling switch, suc-
cessive progression of HF SCs from refractory
to competent to activated states is regulated by
a complex signaling network, comprised of at
least BMP, WNT, Fgf-18, Fgf-7/10, Tgf-b, and
Pdgfa pathways. More activators and inhibitors
are likely to be found within the context of this
network. However, this apparently complex pic-
ture can be simplified to a conceptual equilibri-
um scale of activators and inhibitors (Kandyba

et al. 2013). Basically, HF SCs constantly com-
pare the sum of activator and inhibitor inputs,
whichever layer of control it comes from (Chen
and Chuong 2012), and make the decision to
become activated or to remain quiescent based
on the ratio of competing activator/inhibitor
activities. Within this framework, new extra-
follicular activators or inhibitors can be easily
added to modulate the control of hair cycling
in response to certain physiological events. This
allows HF populations to quickly adapt to
changing physiological or pathological condi-
tions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Here we studied collective regenerative behavior
in very large populations of SCs using the model
of patterned hair growth in shaved mice. From
these studies we have learned that periodic spa-
tial patterning during embryonic skin morpho-
genesis organizes epithelial SCs into discrete
clusters, also known as HF SC bulges. In the
adult skin, each HF undergoes cyclic episodic
regeneration. Together, anatomical prepattern-
ing and cyclic activation of HF SCs provide the
basis for patterned regeneration of multiple HFs
to occur (Chuong et al. 2012, 2013).

On the body surface of an organism, thou-
sands of HFs can cycle autonomously, synchro-
nously, or in coordination. Our experimental
paradigm allows visualizing coordinated hair
regeneration waves in living mice. Furthermore,
we observe modulation of these hair regenera-
tion waves under different physiological condi-
tions (e.g., pregnancy) (Plikus et al. 2008), in
transgenic mice (e.g., Krt14-Noggin Krt14-
Wnt7a, etc.) (Plikus et al. 2008, 2011), and be-
tween different species (e.g., high coupling in
rabbits, low coupling in humans) (Fig. 5A) (Pli-
kus et al. 2011).

Based on the novel concept of macroenvi-
ronmental regulation of SCs, HF SCs sum up all
activator and inhibitor inputs from multilay-
ered signaling networks (Chen and Chuong
2012). Our studies lay down the groundwork
for future inquiries into normal and pathologic
hair growth behaviors, such as seasonal molt-
ing, or androgenetic alopecia. We attempt to
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(A) Across the surface of the body, populations of HFs show a spectrum of regenerative patterns between
different anatomical regions, different ages, or between different species (Cutrone and Grimalt 2005). Self-
organizing mechanism of hair regeneration is highly adaptable and depends on the following evolutionary
novelties: anatomical clustering of HF SCs (bulge SC clusters), development of cyclic mode of regeneration (hair
growth cycle), regulation via macroenvironmental factors, including systemic body hormones. Activation of a
single HF is shown in the y axis. Coupling of HFs in the population is shown in the x axis. With an intrinsic
mechanism alone, HF regeneration can become easily deficient as seen upon alopecia (toward the left panel).
Signal coupling between neighboring HFs enables robust hair regeneration even if the intrinsic probability of SC
activation is low (toward the right panel). Awide spectrum of hair regeneration dynamics can be achieved upon
modulation of the intrinsic and coupled SC activation mechanisms (from Plikus et al. 2011; reproduced, with
permission, from the authors). (B) A more abstractive diagram showing HFs in different cycling states (anagen,
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adjusting skin-wide hair regenerative dynamics. wt, Wild type.
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gain the systems biology level of understand-
ing by identifying the principles that enable co-
ordinated activities in large populations of SCs
(Al-Nuaimi et al. 2010). We show that at the
higher hierarchical level, large populations of
SCs are efficiently managed through stochastic-
ity, coupling, and threshold activation, leading
to robust self-organizing regenerative wave,
rather than randomness (Fig. 5B).

Beyond hair cycling, we aspire to develop a
generic model that can simulate the collective
behavior in complex systems consisting of many
homologous cycling elements. We use the cel-
lular automata model, in which each automa-
ton (individual HF) cycles through four con-
secutive phases. The duration of each phase
depends on the relative strength of the activa-
tor/inhibitor molecular species, which work to-
gether to generate phase-switching signaling
thresholds (Plikus et al. 2011). Our model suc-
cessfully simulates a wide spectrum of HF re-
generative behaviors. It also shows how signifi-
cant changes in HF regenerative dynamics can
be achieved through simple changes in acti-
vator/inhibitor signaling thresholds. This en-
ables large HF populations to quickly adapt to
changing physiological or pathological condi-
tions by adjusting skin-wide hair regenerative
dynamics.

In summary, the study of HF regenerative
behaviors on the two-dimensional space of the
skin led us to consider generic principles of pat-
terned biological behaviors. Biological patterns
can manifest as spatial periodic patterns (scale,
hair, or feather patterns) (Chuong et al. 2013),
or as cyclic temporal patterns layered upon pre-
existing spatial patterns (hair growth waves de-
veloping in periodically arranged populations
of HFs). We suggest that the principles revealed
in our studies may be useful for understanding
pattern-forming behaviors in other biological
systems ranging in biological complexity from
molecular to populational.
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